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THE PFAFFIAN AND THE LIE ALGEBRA HOMOLOGY OF
SKEW-SYMMETRIC MATRICES

Jean-Louis Cathelineau

Abstract. An interplay between the Pfaffian and the homology groups of or-
thogonal Lie algebras is discussed. This clarifies the question of the stability for
these homology groups. Along the way appear some twisted coinvariants of skew-
symmetric matrices, which apparently have not been considered before.

1. Introduction

It is well known (see for example Milnor-Stasheff [16], Appendix C) that the
Pfaffian appears as a specific invariant polynomial on the Lie algebra of even
dimensional orthogonal groups, in relation with Euler classes and the Gauss-
Bonnet theorem. It also appears in the classical invariant theory of symplectic
matrices (see [19]). In this paper, we want to discuss another aspect of the
Pfaffian, related to the question of the stability of the homology groups, for
orthogonal Lie algebras. In particular, we correct an assertion in [14]. Along the
way, we consider some spaces of twisted coinvariants of skew-symmetric matrices
which, up to now, seem to have been overlooked.

In what follows, k is a field of characteristic 0 and A is a commutative k-
algebra. We denote by so(n, A) the Lie algebra over k, of n×n skew-symmetric
matrices with entries in A, and by H∗(so(n, A), k) its homology [12]. By O(n, k)
we mean the group of orthogonal matrices with coefficients in k. Let also

0→ A
d→ Ω1

A/k
d→ ...

d→ Ωn
A/k

d→ ...

denotes the de Rham complex of A over k, where Ωn
A/k is the space of Kähler

differentials.

1.1. The orientation involution and main result. The adjoint action of
O(n, k) on so(n, A) induces an action on the homology groups H∗(so(n, A), k).
Moreover, since the restricted action of the special orthogonal group SO(n, k) is
trivial (see Section 3, for more details), we get an action of O(n, k)/SO(n, k) =
{±1} on H∗(so(n, A), k). This last action is non trivial in general : note that,
contrary to SO(n, k), the group O(n, k) is not connected as an algebraic group.
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To the +1 and −1 eigenvalues of the corresponding involution, is associated a
decomposition into eigenspaces written, in what follows,

Hi(so(n, A), k) = Hi(so(n, A), k)+ ⊕Hi(so(n, A), k)−.

We remark that the projections identify respectively these eigenspaces to coin-
variants for two actions of O(n, k) on Hi(so(n, A), k). Namely the one induced by
the adjoint action on the Chevalley-Eilenberg complex and the same one twisted
by the determinant (see Sections 2 and 3). We will argue on these eigenspaces,
as if they would be coinvariants.
Our main result is the following.

Theorem 1.1. Let A be a commutative k-algebra, we have
i) For all i ≥ 0, Hi(so(2m + 1, A), k)− = 0.
ii) For m > i, Hi(so(2m, A), k)− = 0.
iii) There is a canonical isomorphism, related to the Pfaffian

Hm(so(2m, A), k)−
∼=→ Ωm−1

A/k /dΩm−2
A/k .

iv) For n ≥ i + 1, the natural map

Hi(so(n, A), k)+ → Hi(so(n + 1, A), k)+

is an isomorphism.
v) For n ≥ 2i + 1, the natural map

Hi(so(n, A), k)→ Hi(so(n + 1, A), k)

is an isomorphism.

As we will see in Proposition 3.4, the isomorphism in iii) can be made explicit
in term of the polarization of the Pfaffian. Assertion iv) is actually proved in [14]
(see Theorem 7.1), but, in this paper as well as in [12] Chapter 10, it is wrongly
stated for the groups Hi(so(n, A), k), instead of Hi(so(n, A), k)+. Assertion v)
is a direct consequence of ii) and iv).

As a corollary, we see that the kernel of the surjective map Hm(so(2m, A), k)→
Hm(so(2m + 1, A), k), is isomorphic to Ωm−1

A/k /dΩm−2
A/k .

It is likely that the theorem generalizes, to cover the more general case con-
sidered in [14], where A is a non-commutative unital algebra with involution.
But the proof given in what follows does not work simply as it is, in the more
general situation.

1.2. Analogy. The first three assertions in Theorem 1.1 present similarities
with some results proved in [5, 6], for the homology of orthogonal groups. To
explain the analogy, replace the pair (A, k) by (F,Q), where F is a field of charac-
terisitic zero. Let Hi(O(n, F ),Qt) denote the homology of the orthogonal group
O(n, F ) with twisted coefficients, where t means the twisted action of O(n, F )
by the determinant. The groups Hi(so(n, A), k)+ and Hi(so(n, A), k)− are re-
spectively the counterparts of Hi(O(n, F ),Q) and Hi(O(n, F ),Qt). Indeed let
Hi(SO(n, F ),Q)+⊕Hi(SO(n, F ),Q)− be the decomposition of Hi(SO(n, F ),Q),
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under the involution arising from the conjugation action of O(n, F ) on SO(n, F ).
From the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequences with coefficients (see [3]), for the
extension

0→ SO(n, F )→ O(n, F ) det→ {±1} → 0,

we get isomorphisms

Hi(SO(n, F ),Q)+ ∼= Hi(O(n, F ),Q),

Hi(SO(n, F ),Q)− ∼= Hi(O(n, F ),Qt).
Now it was proved in [6] that Hi(O(n, F ),Qt) = 0 for n odd, and

Hi(O(2m, F ),Qt) = 0 for i < m.

It was also proved that for F algebraically closed, Hm(O(2m, F ),Qt) is isomor-
phic to the Milnor K-theory group KM

m (F )⊗Q. But we know that, thinking of
cyclic homology as additive Quillen K-theory, the counterpart of KM

m (F )⊗Q is
given by Ωm−1

F/Q /dΩm−2
F/Q .

In view of the previous analogy, the following stability conjecture for the
homology groups of O(n, F ) and SO(n, F ) is plausible, for F an algebraically
closed field of characteristic 0.

“The natural map

Hi(O(n, F ),Q)→ Hi(O(n + 1, F ),Q)

is an isomorphism, for n ≥ i + 1.
Moreover, the natural map

Hi(SO(n, F ),Q)→ Hi(SO(n + 1, F ),Q)

is an isomorphism, for n ≥ 2i + 1, and the map

Hm(SO(2m, F ),Q)→ Hm(SO(2m + 1, F ),Q)

is onto, with kernel isomorphic to KM
m (F )⊗Q.”

I don’t think such a precise result has already been proved. We refer the
interested reader to [7, 18, 21, 17, 20], for various known results concerning the
stability of the homology of orthogonal groups.

1.3. Illustration. We want to notice a few facts already known, which fit with
Theorem 1.1, and show that the homology of so(n, A) can be tricky. We denote
respectively by HC∗(A) and HD∗(A) the cyclic and dihedral homology of A, as
a k-algebra (see [12]).

1) For so(2, A), it is straightforward that

H∗(so(2, A), k)+ = ⊕l≥0H2l(so(2, A), k) = ⊕l≥0 ∧2l
k A,

H∗(so(2, A), k)− = ⊕l≥0H2l+1(so(2, A), k) = ⊕l≥0 ∧2l+1
k A.

2) It is known from results in Kassel [10] (see also [4]) that, for n = 3 and n ≥ 5,
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H2(so(n, A), k) = H2(so(n, A), k)+ ∼= HC1(A) ∼= Ω1
A/k/dA.

The case of the non-simple algebra so(4, A) ∼= so(3, A) × so(3, A) is special.
We get from the Künneth formula, since H1(so(3, A), k) = 0,

H2(so(4, A), k) ∼= H2(so(3, A), k)×H2(so(3, A), k) ∼= Ω1
A/k/dA× Ω1

A/k/dA.

One can see that the involution exchanges the two factors. This implies that

H2(so(4, A), k)+ ∼= H2(so(4, A), k)− ∼= HC1(A) ∼= Ω1
A/k/dA.

3) The case of H3 is interesting. As a consequence of [4] Théorème 1, we have1

H3(so(n, A), k) ∼= HD2(A), for n = 3, 5, and n > 6,

and

H3(so(6, A), k) ∼= HC2(A).

The reason why this last case is exceptional comes in [4] from the fact that so(6)
is of simple type D3 = A3.

Moreover for n = 4, the Künneth formula implies

H3(so(4, A), k)+ ∼= H3(so(4, A), k)− ∼= HD2(A).

We conclude that the decompositions of H3(so(n, A), k) are as follows.

i) For n = 3, 5, n > 6,

H3(so(n, A), k)+ ⊕H3(so(n, A), k)− ∼= HD2(A)⊕ 0.

ii) For n = 4,

H3(so(4, A), k)+ ⊕H3(so(4, A), k)− ∼= HD2(A)⊕HD2(A).

iii) For n = 6,

H3(so(6, A), k)+ ⊕H3(so(6, A), k)− ∼= HD2(A)⊕ Ω2
A/k/dΩ1

A/k.

Note that these calculations were already in contradiction with the stability
result in [14].

We recall that for a smooth k-algebra A, HD2(A) ∼= Ker(A d→ Ω1
A/k). In

particular for A = C, k = Q, we get the algebraic numbers.

1I take the opportunity to correct the sign for the dihedral involution in [4] which has to
be read n(n− 1)/2, in accordance with the one in the book [12].
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2. Twisted invariants of matrices

2.1. The polarized Pfaffian. The Pfaffian (see Bourbaki [2], 5.2)

Pf : so(2m, k)→ k,

is the following polynomial, in the entries ai,j of a skew-symmetric 2m × 2m
matrix M , where Sn is the symmetric group.

Pf(M) =
∑

σ ∈ S2m
σ(2i + 1) < σ(2i + 2)

σ(1) < σ(3) < ... < σ(2m− 1)

εσaσ(1),σ(2)aσ(3),σ(4)...aσ(2m−1),σ(2m).

We recall the following property which is crucial in what follows. For any 2m×2m
matrix B, with coefficients in k,

Pf(BM tB) = detB.Pf(M),

where tB means the transpose matrix. In particular if B is an orthogonal matrix

Pf(BMB−1) = detB.Pf(M).

We express this fact by saying that Pf is a twisted invariant, for the adjoint
action of O(2m, k) in so(2m, k). More generally :

Definition 2.1. A multilinear map

Φ : so(n, k)l → k,

is called a twisted invariant, if for any orthogonal matrix B ∈ O(n, k) and
matrices Mi ∈ so(n, k) :

Φ(BM1B
−1, BM2B

−1, ..., BMlB
−1) = detB.Φ(M1, M2, ..., Ml).

We call polarized Pfaffian, the polarization P̃ f of the Pfaffian defined as follows :
P̃ f(M1, M2, ..., Mm) is the coefficient of t1t2...tm in the expansion of Pf(M1t1 +
M2t2 + ... + Mmtm), where t1, ..., tm are indeterminates, and Mi ∈ so(2m, k) for
i = 1, ..., m.

Proposition 2.2. The polarized Pfaffian P̃ f satisfies the following properties :

i) It is a twisted invariant of m skew-symmetric matrices and is symmetric
as a multilinear form so(2m, k)m → k.

ii) It is given by the explicit formula

P̃ f(M1, M2, ..., Mm) =
∑

σ ∈ S2m
σ(2i + 1) < σ(2i + 2)

εσa1
σ(1),σ(2)a

2
σ(3),σ(4)...a

m
σ(2m−1),σ(2m),

where Ml = (al
i,j), l = 1, ..., m.

iii) Pf(M) = 1/m!P̃ f(M, M, ..., M).
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Let Fi,j , 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, be the skew-symmetric matrix with coefficient 1
(resp. −1) at the (i, j) (resp. (j, i)) position, and 0 elsewhere. Of course, these
matrices form a basis of so(n, k) over k. From the formula in ii) Proposition 2.2,
we get

P̃ f(F1,2, F3,4, ..., F2m−1,2m) = 1.

2.2. Twisted invariants and coinvariants of skew-symmetric matrices.
Consider the adjoint action of O(n, k) on ⊗lso(n, k), given by

B. M1 ⊗ ...⊗Ml = BM1B
−1 ⊗ ...⊗BMlB

−1,

for B ∈ O(n, k). This action of O(n, k) factorizes to an action of

O(n, k)/SO(n, k) = {±1}
on the space of coinvariants (⊗lso(n, k))SO(n,k). The associated involution in-
duces a decomposition

(⊗lso(n, k))SO(n,k) = (⊗lso(n, k))+SO(n,k) ⊕ (⊗lso(n, k))−SO(n,k).

Note that (⊗lso(n, k))+SO(n,k)
∼= (⊗lso(n, k))O(n,k). This space has been a clas-

sical object of study in invariant theory [19, 12]. But we insist on the fact that
the equality

(⊗lso(n, k))SO(n,k) = (⊗lso(n, k))O(n,k),

is not always true, as the two following propositions show.
We call twisted coinvariants the elements of (⊗lso(n, k))−SO(n,k) : actually in

what follows, we indentify (⊗lso(n, k))−SO(n,k) with the coinvariants of ⊗lso(n, k)
= ⊗lso(n, k) ⊗ k, under the diagonal action O(n, k), by the adjoint action on
so(n, k) and by the product by the determinant on k.

Proposition 2.3. The polarized Pfaffian

P̃ f : so(2m, k)m → k,

induces an isomorphism

(⊗mso(2m, k))−SO(2m,k)

∼=→ k.

Any twisted invariant of m matrices in so(2m, k) is a multiple of the polarized
Pfaffian.

Proof : As a twisted invariant, the polarized Pfaffian P̃ f clearly induces a
non trivial linear map

(⊗mso(2m, k))−SO(2m,k) → k.

We have just to prove that (⊗mso(2m, k))−SO(2m,k) is generated by the class of
F1,2⊗F3,4⊗ ...⊗F2m−1,2m (recall that we consider (⊗mso(2m, k))−SO(2m,k) as a
space of coinvariants, that is as a quotient).
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For this, we first look at the tensors Fi1,i2 ⊗Fi3,i4 ⊗ ...⊗Fi2m−1,i2m
, such that

{i1, i2, ..., i2m} = {1, 2, 3, ..., 2m}. For such a tensor, we have in
(⊗mso(2m, k))−SO(2m,k), the relation

Fi1,i2 ⊗ Fi3,i4 ⊗ ...⊗ Fi2m−1,i2m = εσ.F1,2 ⊗ F3,4 ⊗ ...⊗ F2m−1,2m.

We have noted εσ the signature of the permutation

1 �→ i1, 2 �→ i2, ..., 2m �→ i2m.

This equality comes from the adjoint action of the corresponding permutation
matrix.

On the other hand, let Fi1,i2 ⊗Fi3,i4 ⊗ ...⊗Fi2m−1,i2m , with {i1, i2, ..., i2m} �=
{1, 2, ..., 2m}. Again, up to conjugation by a permutation matrix, we can assume
that {i1, i2, ..., i2m} ⊂ {1, 2, ..., 2m−1}. But then the adjoint action by the diago-
nal matrix (1, 1, ..., 1,−1), of determinant−1, shows that in⊗mso(2m, k)−SO(2m,k)

2. Fi1,i2 ⊗ Fi3,i4 ⊗ ...⊗ Fi2m−1,i2m
= 0.

This achieves the proof of the proposition.

Here is another simple result :

Proposition 2.4. We have
i) For n odd and any l, (⊗lso(n, k))−SO(n,k) = 0, that is

(⊗lso(n, k))SO(n,k) = (⊗lso(n, k))O(n,k).

ii) For l < m

(⊗lso(2m, k))−SO(2m,k) = 0.

iii) For l ≥ m, the space (⊗lso(2m, k))−SO(2m,k) is non trivial.

For the proof of part i) we remark that, if n is odd, the action of

O(n, k)/SO(n, k) on (⊗lso(n, k))SO(n,k)

is trivial, since it is represented by the adjoint action of the matrix −Id.
For ii), we procceed as in the end of the proof of Proposition 2.2.
Finally, for l ≥ m in iii), we can consider, for example, the following twisted

multilinear invariant of l skew-symmetric 2m × 2m matrices, derived from Lie
brackets,

(⊗lso(2m, k))−SO(2m,k) → k

(M1, M2, ..., Ml) �→ P̃ f(M1, ..., Mm−1, [[...[[Mm, Mm+1], Mm+2], ..., Ml−1], Ml]).

One check easily that this invariant is non trivial.
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3. Proof of Theorem 1.1

Let us consider the coinvariants : (∧l
kso(n, A))SO(n,k). Proceeding as in [15],

we have a canonical isomorphism

(∧l
kso(n, A))SO(n,k)

∼= ((⊗lso(n, k))SO(n,k) ⊗ (⊗lA))Sl
,

where the action of the symmetric group Sl is twisted by the signature.

Proposition 3.1. The map

(M1 ⊗ ...⊗Mm)⊗ (a1 ⊗ ...⊗ am) �→ P̃ f(M1, ..., Mm)a1 ∧ ... ∧ am,

induces an isomorphism

(∧m
k so(2m, A))−SO(2m,k) = ((⊗mso(2m, k))−SO(2m,k) ⊗ (⊗mA))Sm

∼=→ ∧m
k A.

This comes from the symmetry of the polarized Pfaffian as a multilinear form
and the fact that Sm acts trivially on (⊗mso(2m, k))SO(2m,k), by Proposition
2.3. The inverse of this isomorphism reads

a1 ∧ ... ∧ am �→ F a1
1,2 ⊗ ...⊗ F am

2m−1,2m,

where for i < j, F a
i,j ∈ so(2m, A) is defined as aFi,j . For i > j, we will also put

F a
i,j = −F a

j,i = F−a
j,i , in what follows.

Recall that the adjoint action of so(n, k) on ∧lso(n, A) is given by

C. U1 ∧ ... ∧ Ul =
i=l∑
i=1

U1 ∧ ... ∧ [C, Ui] ∧ ... ∧ Ul,

for C ∈ so(n, k) and Ui ∈ so(n, A).

Lemma 3.2. We have the equalities between spaces of coinvariants under ad-
joint actions

(∧lso(n, k))so(n,k) = (∧lso(n, k))SO(n,k).

(∧l
kso(n, A))so(n,k) = ∧l

kso(n, A))SO(n,k).

Proof : Actually (⊗lso(n, k))so(n,k) = (⊗lso(n, k))SO(n,k), because SO(n, k)
is a connected algebraic group, and k is of characteristic zero (see [1, 9]).

The classical Chevalley-Eilenberg [8, 11] complex calculating the homology of
so(n, A) reads

...→ ∧l
kso(n, A) d→ ∧l−1

k so(n, A)→ ...→ so(n, A)→ k → 0,

with differential d given by

d(u1 ∧ ... ∧ ul) =
∑
i<j

(−1)i+j−1[ui, uj ] ∧ u1 ∧ ... ∧ ûi ∧ ... ∧ ûj ∧ ... ∧ ul.

As in [15], Proposition 6.4, since so(n, k) is semi-simple, this complex is quasi-
isomorphic to the complex of coinvariants

...→ (∧l
kso(n, A))so(n,k)

d→ (∧l−1
k so(n, A))so(n,k)→ ...→so(n, A)so(n,k)→k→0.
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Now since 2 is invertible in k, we find that the complex

...→ (∧l
kso(n, A))−so(n,k)

d→ (∧l−1
k so(n, A))−so(n,k) → ...→ so(n, A)−so(n,k) → 0.

computes the homology groups H∗(so(n, A), k)−.
From Proposition 2.4 and Lemma 3.2, we get immediatly the parts i) and ii)

of Theorem 1.1. We have already observed that iv) is implicit in [14], and that
v) is a byproduct. Then it remains to prove the point iii).

We recall from [15] Section 6, that the map

∧m
k A→ Ωm−1

A/k /dΩm−2
A/k

a1 ∧ a2 ∧ ... ∧ am �→ a1da2...dam,

induces an isomorphism between Ωm−1
A/k /dΩm−2

A/k and the quotient of ∧m
k A by the

subspace generated by the elements

(a1a2 ∧ a3 − a1 ∧ a2a3 + a1a3 ∧ a2) ∧ a4 ∧ ... ∧ am+1.

Now since (∧m−1
k so(2m, A))−so(2m,k) = 0 by Proposition 2.4, we have just to

prove the following lemma.

Lemma 3.3. Through the isomorphism of Proposition 3.1, the image of the
differential

d : (∧m+1
k so(2m, A))−so(2m,k) → (∧m

k so(2m, A))−so(2m,k)

is the subspace of ∧m
k A generated by the elements

(a1a2 ∧ a3 − a1 ∧ a2a3 + a1a3 ∧ a2) ∧ a4 ∧ ... ∧ am.

Proof : Note first that we have the commutation relations : [F a
i,j , F

b
i,j ] = 0,

[F a
i,j , F

b
k,l] = 0, for i, j, k, l distinct and [F a

i,j , F
b
i,l] = −F ab

j,l , for i, j, l distinct. By
using these commutation relations and actions by permutation matrices, one can
check that all the generators

F a1
i1,i2
∧ ... ∧ F

am+1
i2m+1,i2m+2

of (∧m+1
k so(2m, A))−so(2m,k), which are not of the type

F a1
1,2 ∧ F a2

1,3 ∧ F a3
1,4 ∧ F a4

5,6 ∧ F a5
7,8 ∧ ... ∧ F

am+1
2m−1,2m,

are either 0 or of zero differential.
Now using again invariance by permutation matrices and commutation rela-

tions, we get

d(F a1
1,2 ∧ F a2

1,3 ∧ F a3
1,4 ∧ F a4

5,6 ∧ ... ∧ F
am+1
2m−1,2m) =

= (−F a1a2
2,3 ∧ F a3

1,4 + F a1a3
2,4 ∧ F a2

1,3 − F a2a3
3,4 ∧ F a1

1,2) ∧ F a4
5,6 ∧ ... ∧ F

am+1
2m−1,2m

= (−F a1a2
1,2 ∧F a3

3,4−F a1a3
1,2 ∧F a2

3,4+F a1
1,2∧F a2a3

3,4 )∧F a4
5,6∧...∧F

am+1
2m−1,2m.

This proves the lemma and completes the proof of Theorem 1.1.
From the previous discussion, we eventually get the following.
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Proposition 3.4. The isomorphism

Hm(so(2m, A), k)−
∼=→ Ωm−1

A/k /dΩm−2
A/k

is induced by the map

(M1 ⊗ ...⊗Mm)⊗ (a1 ⊗ ...⊗ am) �→ P̃ f(M1, ..., Mm)a1da2...dam,

where Mi ∈ so(2m, k).

4. Complements

We give a few complements without details.

4.1. Connection with obstruction to stability for the homology of
gl(m, A). Recall that by [15], there is a natural isomorphism

Hm(gl(m, A), k)/ImHm(gl(m− 1, A), k) ∼= Ωm−1
A/k /dΩm−2

A/k ,

where ImHm(gl(m−1, A), k) is the image of the stabilization map : Hm(gl(m−
1, A), k)→ Hm(gl(m, A), k). If −1 is a square in k, the Lie algebra so(2m, A) is

naturally isomorphic to the Lie algebra so(m, m, A) of m×m-matrices
(

A B
C D

)
,

such that : B, C are skew-symmetric, and D = −tA. Through this isomorphism,
one can consider the natural map

Hm(gl(m, A), k)→ Hm(so(2m, A), k)−,

arising from the morphism of Lie algebras

gl(m, A)→ so(m, m, A)

M �→
(

M 0
0 −tM

)
.

Since Hm(so(2m− 1, A), k)− = 0, this map induces, by naturality, a map

Hm(gl(m, A), k)/ImHm(gl(m− 1, A), k)→ Hm(so(2m, A), k)−.

This last map is an isomorphism.

4.2. One question. We observe that Ωm−1
A/k /dΩm−2

A/k is the piece HC
(m−1)
m−1 (A)

of the cyclic homology group HCm−1(A), in the so-called Adams decomposition
of [13, 12]. On the other hand, HD2(A) is the piece HC

(1)
2 (A) of HC2(A). Thus

we have
Hm(so(2m, A), k)− ∼= HC

(m−1)
m−1 (A)

for any m, and
Hm+1(so(2m, A), k)− ∼= HC(m−1)

m (A)
for m ≤ 2.

Is there any relation in general, between the group Hm+1(so(2m, A), k)− and
the piece HC

(m−1)
m (A) of the cyclic homology group HCm(A)?
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4.3. General remarks on twisted invariants. The classification of twisted
invariants and coinvariants of skew-symmetric matrices seems to be an inter-
esting problem. Of course, one can construct quite a lot of twisted invariants,
combining the polarized Pfaffian and the Lie brackets. For example there is, up
to a scalar, a unique twisted invariant

so(4, k)3 → k,

which is skew-symmetric as a multilinear form. It is given by

(M1, M2, M3) �→ P̃ f([M1, M2], M3).

Concerning the twisted coinvariants, we note that the natural maps

(⊗lso(2m, k))−SO(2m,k) → (⊗lso(2m + 2, k))−SO(2m,k)

are always zero, by Proposition 2.4 i), since they factorize through the space
(⊗lso(2m + 1, k))−SO(2m+1,k).

However, one can consider the space⊕
l,m; l≤m

(⊗lso(2m, k))−SO(2m,k)

as a whole. This space has a natural structure of bigraded k-algebra. The
product is given by the composition

(⊗lso(2m, k))−SO(2m,k) ⊗ (⊗rso(2n, k))−SO(2n,k)

→ (⊗l+rso(2m, k)× so(2n, k))−SO(2m,k)×SO(2n,k)

→ (⊗l+rso(2(m + n), k))−SO(2(m+n),k).

Here the first map comes from the canonical inclusions k2m → k2m×0→ k2(m+n)

and k2n → 0×k2n → k2(m+n), combined with the concatenation of tensors. The
second map arises from the diagonal inclusion.

It is obvious that the direct sum⊕
m

(⊗mso(2m, k))−SO(2m,k)

appears as a subalgebra of this algebra, which is isomorphic to the polynomial
algebra k[X].

4.4. Coming back to the group : H3(so(4, A), k). It is implicit in [4] that
the isomorphism

H3(so(4, A), k)+
∼=→ HD2(A)

is induced by the map

(M1 ⊗M2 ⊗M3)⊗ (a1 ⊗ a2 ⊗ a3) �→< [M1, M2], M3 > a1 ⊗ a2 ⊗ a3,

where < ., . > is the Killing form.
Similarly, one can show that the isomorphism

H3(so(4, A), k)−
∼=→ HD2(A)
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is induced by the map

(M1 ⊗M2 ⊗M3)⊗ (a1 ⊗ a2 ⊗ a3) �→ P̃ f([M1, M2], M3)a1 ⊗ a2 ⊗ a3.
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